
Play it Cool System

Character Creation

Characters roll 3 dice for any ordinary task at
which they have ordinary ability.

Distribute 12 dice among player defined traits.

Distribute 2 dice among player defined flaws.

In settings where everyone has a certain type of
ability, distribute 6 dice among player defined
special traits.  For example: The setting is
Pipersand's School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
Players get 6 dice total for stuff like broom-riding,
potions, and defense against the dark arts.

Splitting Dice: Certain settings have general traits
that usually require more detail, but not everyone
in the setting will have the trait.  Such traits can
have up to 6 dice invested in them.  In such
cases, double the dice spent, and spend those
on specifying traits, and half the dice spent and
spend that on specifying flaws.  For Example: If
a character had a trait cybernetics +3, specifying
traits and flaws could be wired reflexes +4,
cybereyes +1, finger claws +1, and
cyberpsychosis -2.

Other examples of traits that might get split dice
are side kick, ship, mutations, or transhuman
awareness of space time.

Minion Dice: If a character has a trait that
represents the crew of the character's ship, or
religious followers, or pack of wolves, or merry
men, multiply the minion dice by the cool of the
followers (cool = number of snazzy details you
can mention about something) to find out how
many followers the character has.  For Example:
Kung Fu Babes +3 (sexy martial arts girls in skin
tight, bell bottom, psychedelic print, cat suits)
That's 5 snazzy details, so 15 kung fu babes.

Each minion gets 2 dice of traits.

Note that even a +1 trait is good, it succeeds
more than half the time on an ordinary stunt even
if the stunt has a cool of 1.

Stunt Resolution

When a player describes his character doing
something interesting, he rolls 3 six-sided dice,
plus applicable traits, minus applicable flaws.

How the action is described is extremely
important to the character's chance of pulling off
the stunt.  Every stunt has a cool rating, from
one to five.  The cool is equal to the number of
snazzy details mentioned when the player
described the stunt.

For Example: “I punch him” has a cool of 1.  “I
jump off the balcony and as I land, I put my foot
to his neck, forcing his face down” has a cool of
3.  “As he throws the punch, I grab his hand in
the legendary kung fu finger lock, the Wong Ze
hold, invented in the 4th dynasty by Wong Ze, a
master of crab style kung fu” has a cool of 5.

Residual cool: Every time you use the same stunt
description, it has a cool of one less until it
reaches one.  If you describe a stunt in a threat
or an in-character explanation of a plan, then you
can use the stunt at full cool without redescribing
it.  If everyone at the table forgot that you made
the threat or plan but now you are carrying it out,
then that is actually one cool more (up to a
maximum of 5).  If nobody at the table can
remember if you used a certain stunt description
this session, then it functions at full cool even if
you use it every time you game.

Stunts can also have a success threshold.  This
is the number of successful dice that are not
counted when determining success.  A success
threshold marks a stunt as difficult.  Note: cool
details are never taken into account when
determining success threshold.

Success
Threshold Meaning

1 Kind of hard
3 Impossible without training or help
5 Really hard even with training
7 Legendary
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Any dice that come up equal to or less than the
cool of the stunt are successful.  If there are
more successful dice than the success threshold,
then the stunt was a success.

Successful dice can be used in three ways: to
determine how successful the stunt was, to add
or subtract dice to a future roll that the stunt
could conceivably have helped or hindered, or to
state a fact about the scene that the stunt directly
interacted with.  Dice do not all have to be used
the same way.  If a character is climbing a cliff,
and gets five successes over the threshold, two
could be used to state that the climb was
accomplished quickly; one could be used to state
that there was a ledge half way up the cliff, and
two could be used to help the next guy by placing
crampons on the cliff.

Investigative Traits

Because of the way successful dice can be used,
the GM should never ask a player to roll in order
to notice or remember something unless he
wants the player to make up what the character
notices or remembers.

If the GM made up something for the players,
and the players have an applicable trait, he
should just tell the players.  Withholding
information that the GM has already decided is
no fun for the GM who made up the detail and no
fun for the players who would like to know it.

Conflict Resolution

Conflicts take place in rounds.  During a round,
the player or GM describes what each character
is doing.  The actions of that character works like
a stunt.  Any successful dice can be used to
attack anyone else in the conflict, or they can be
used to defend.  Any dice that are used to defend
function as a success threshold for anyone
attacking that character.

Preferably, everyone involved in the conflict
should declare their actions, and then everyone
should roll their dice and determine how to use
them, and then everyone should reveal their dice.

Whenever attacking dice exceed the defender's
defensive dice, the defender has been

successfully attacked and might take damage.
To resist damage, the defender makes a soak
roll.  This is a normal stunt roll.  Traits like
tremendously tough or wearing armor add to this
dice pool.  Describing how a character took the
damage, describing the blow bouncing off of the
armor or describing the injury in gory detail all
add cool to this stunt.  Stunts for soaking
punches and ordinary knocks don't get a success
threshold.  Soaking other attacks should get
increasingly higher success thresholds, 1 for
getting cut, 2 for getting stabbed or shot, etc.

The number of damage points inflicted are equal
to the number of attack dice that got past the
defense dice, minus the number of successes on
the soak roll.  Every point of damage lowers the
number of dice a character rolls by one on all
rolls other than soak rolls.

Attack dice that exceed defensive dice need not
inflict damage.  Successful attack dice could be
saved and used as bonus dice on a future attack
against this enemy in this conflict.  This could
represent slowly working an enemy into a terrible
position.  Or if one attack die is used to “state a
fact” about the successful attack, then the rest
can be used to damage a specific trait.  For
Example: Two rapier duelists are fighting on the
deck of a pirate ship.  One scores a successful
attack, but instead of inflicting damage, he uses
one die to state that his attack drove his enemy
back and his feet got tangled in the ropes, thus
lowering his fighting trait for the remainder of the
duel.  The defender's armor wouldn't help him
soak this “damage,” but his agility might.

General vs. Specific Traits: Whenever a specific
trait is used in a conflict with a more general trait,
the specific trait gets an automatic point of cool,
just for being more specific.  For Example:  A
character with the trait, marksman is in a gun
fight with a bunch of gangsters.  Since gangster
isn't specifically about shooting people, and
marksman is, the marksman gets one extra point
of cool on all his marksman stunts in the conflict.

Although conflict was described in the context of
physical conflict, other types of conflict use the
same rules.  If two politicians try to influence a
vote, they would describe their actions in rounds
and soak “damage” with a trait like respected or
esteemed.
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When a character can no longer take part in a
conflict, that character is defeated.  This could be
because the character has more damage points
than his highest trait or because any trait that
could be used in the conflict has been reduced to
zero.  The fate of those vanquished is decided by
the nature of the conflict and the victor.

The GM is the final arbiter on how quickly
damage is healed.  In a medieval setting getting
stabbed in the torso means you catch a fever and
die.  In a modern setting it means you spend a
week in the hospital and a few at home and then
you're back on the job.  Magic or high technology
might change either of those.

Damage from non-physical conflicts might go
away right after the conflict is resolved, or it might
linger, as social stigma and depression.

Floating Bonus Dice

Whenever a player is being especially
cooperative or entertaining, the GM should award
that player a floating bonus die to use on any
stunt.  The two main ways that players can work
towards racking up floating bonus dice is for their
characters' flaws to cause plot complications, or
for the character to be unable to use a trait
because of some limitation inherent in the trait.

For Example: In a fantasy setting one character
has a trait, cleric.  But the cleric character had
recently broken one of the vows of his order.  He
cannot use that trait until he performs penance.
Normally he would use that trait to heal the
injured and turn undead, but since the trait is
temporarily useless, he gets a floating bonus die
every time he wishes he could still heal the
injured and turn the undead.

GMs also hand out floating bonus dice when they
need the player characters to be in some specific
type of trouble in order to move the plot along.  

Floating bonus dice can also be used to state a
fact about the scene that the characters currently
find themselves in.  So GMs, take care, if there
are floating bonus dice on the table and the
adventure is proving frustrating, the players will
simply narrate themselves a solution.

Learning Experiences

Characters can learn and grow through adversity.
Adversity is quantified in the game with floating
bonus dice.  Characters are awarded floating
bonus dice when their flaws have gotten them in
trouble (not just incurred a penalty), or when they
can't use certain traits (because of some
weakness or limitation in the trait), or when the
GM decided plot requires the player characters to
take a certain course of action that is against
their best interest.

Whenever a character has racked up a bunch of
floating bonus dice, he could spend all of his
floating bonus dice on one tremendous roll, and
afterwards, the character can add 1 to one of his
traits, or add a new flaw at -1 die.  (A character
would gain a flaw if the player felt the character's
experience was especially traumatic, so that the
flaw would be warranted.  Strategically, another
flaw represents another possible source of plot
complications and thus floating bonus dice.)

The exact amount of floating bonus dice that
would need to be spent on a roll to increase a
trait should vary according to the GM and
campaign.  If the GM is in the habit of handing
out floating bonus dice to get the PCs into trouble
or if the players picked particularly interesting
flaws then dice may accumulate rather quickly so
large amounts should be spent on highly
dramatic stunts.  If floating bonus dice are rarer,
then smaller amounts would still be dramatic,
because they would be a precious resource.

The rule of thumb should be that the stunt should
be dramatic, narratively and dramatic, in the
number of dice rolled.  After that roll, even if the
stunt should fail, the character would be allowed
to have learned something, and the GM would
then approve an increase in one of the
character's traits.

If your players need a hard rule, make the
number of dice necessary for advancement equal
to 150% of the dice one of your average players
earns in one session.  So if a player saves up
between sessions or if a character had a
particularly frustrating session, then that
character could have learned something.
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